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The usual procedure to extract thegeff
ωρπ effective coupling from experimental data resumes not only theρ meson effect but also all

its additional radial excitation modes. In this work, we consider a particular form of the spectrum and relations among the couplings
to explicitly add the radial excitations of theρ meson from theω → π0γ and ω → 3π decays. This allows to identify the single
gωρπ = 8.3 ± 0.8 GeV−1, which is about 40% smaller than the effectivegeff

ωρπ. We verify the consistency with the chiral approach in
theπ0 → γγ andγ∗ → 3π processes, exhibiting the role of each contribution. In particular, we show that for theγ∗ → 3π decay, the usual
relationAV MD

γ3π = (3/2)AWZW
γ3π , encodes all the vector contributions and not only theρ meson one. In addition, we find that there is a

strong (accidental) cancelation between the radial excitations and the contact term contributions.
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1. Introduction

The study of the low energy regime of the strong interaction
among quarks relies on the use of effective theories. A de-
scription based on the effective hadronic degrees of freedom,
namely the vector meson dominance approach (VMD), as-
signs an effective coupling to the hadronic interaction, which
must be determined from the experimental information. Re-
lations between these parameters and those coming from low
energy theorems [1–5] can be drawn by matching both de-
scriptions [6] and building models which incorporate vector
mesons into the chiral symmetric lagrangians [7–13]. In par-
ticular, experimental information from several observables is
currently available to determine the coupling between theω,
ρ andπ mesons [14–20]. Estimates based on different the-
oretical approaches [21–35] find it to be in the range from
7.3 to 17 GeV−1. Based on the VMD approach, we have re-
cently analyzed the data and found that such coupling lies in
the range from 11.9 to 15.7 GeV−1 [36], all these points out
to possible experimental and/or theoretical problems.
The experimental issues, if any, will be settled with the ad-
vent of more precise measurements. On the other hand, the
theoretical treatment considers that, since the phase space
forbids theω to decay into theρ andπ mesons, at least one
of them must be off-shell. To deal with the off-shell features
in the VMD approach, a systematic inclusion of the infinite
number of excitations of theρ ground state must be included.
However, it is common, in a first approach, to neglect them
all. That is, the extracted effective strong coupling, labeled
asgeff

ωρπ, resumes all possible additional contributions from
higher states and not only theω − ρ − π interaction. A
proper description to include all of them would require the
knowledge of the full excited spectrum and their correspond-
ing couplings. A difficult task to accomplish, since there is
no information on the total spectrum. Attempts in this di-
rection have been made by invoking the factorizable dual
model [28], which considers the vector meson spectrum to

follow the form m2
ρn

= m2
ρ(1 + 2n), and the ratio of the

coupling constantsgρnππ/gρn is determined by requiring the
form factor accounting for all the off-shell effects to be a ratio
of gamma functions, fitted to the pion form factor. As a result,
all the tree level diagrams are modified by such form factor at
each vertex containing an off-mass-shell meson. The consis-
tency of that description with the chiral anomaly forπ → γγ,
givesgωρπ = −16± 1 GeV−1.

In this work, we estimate the contribution from theρ me-
son radial excitations to thegeff

ωρπ coupling. We consider the
spectrum to be given bym2

ρn
= m2

ρ(1 + an)2, (a=constant)
as inspired by the image of mesons built up of a quark and an
antiquark bound through a harmonic oscillator potential [37].
We also assume a KSFR-like relation [6] for eachρnππ ver-
tex and SU(3) symmetry (see Sec. 3).

The article is organized as follows: In Sec. 2 we review
the π0 → γγ and γ∗ → 3π processes to show the stan-
dard procedure to describe them in the VMD and the chi-
ral approach, and the conditions to match such descriptions.
We also point out where the radial excitations contribution
is being hidden. Then, theω → 3π is used to illustrate the
changes thegeff

ωρπ can have when invoking the matching con-
ditions. In Sec. 3 we establish the assumptions regarding the
radial excitations spectrum and couplings. Then, we proceed
to determine the effect of theρ radial excitations in thegeff

ωρπ

coupling using theω → π0γ andω → 3π decays, which are
free ofω radial excitations. We verify the consistency with
the chiral approach in theπ0 → γγ andγ∗ → 3π processes
and its implications. In section IV we discuss our results.

2. Baseline

Let us make a review of the results from the decays when no
radial excitations are included. This will be the baseline of
the calculation to compare with.

The VMD Lagrangian including theρ, π andω mesons
can be set as:
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L = gρππεabcρ
a
µπb∂µπc + gωρπδabε

µνλσ∂µων∂λρa
σπb

+ g3πεabcε
µνλσωµ∂νπa∂λπb∂σπc +

em2
V

gV
VµAµ + ... (1)

This Lagrangian exhibits only the relevant pieces for this
work and should be part of any effective Lagrangian describ-
ing these mesons. Terms with higher derivatives and addi-
tional terms which allow to preserve gauge invariance are not
shown [38]. We have made explicit the notation regarding the
couplings and the corresponding fields and, in the last term,
V refers in general to vector mesons andAµ refers to the pho-
ton field. HeregV = 2α

√
πmV /3ΓV→l+l− (l = e, µ, τ ).

On the other hand, the chiral symmetry of the strong interac-
tion dictates that, at the lowest order, the Wess Zumino Witten
anomaly [39] is responsible for theπ0 → γγ andγ∗ → 3π
decays. For our purposes the relevant part of the Lagrangian
is given by:

LWZW =
iNCe2

24π2fπ
εµνλσπ0FµνFλσ

+
NC

3× 6
e

4π2f3
π

εabcε
µνλσBµ∂νπa∂λπb∂σπc + ..., (2)

whereNc is the number of colors andfπ = 0.093 GeV, and
we did split the coefficients for the sake of clarity when writ-
ing the amplitudes below.

2.1. Theπ0 → γγ decay

The amplitude for the process has a generic form:

Mπγγ = εµνλσkµ
1 ην

1kλ
2 ησ

2Aπγγ , (3)

wherek1 (η1) andk2 (η2) are the photons momenta (polar-
izations) andAπγγ encodes the model details. In the chiral
approach it is given by the WZW, as mentioned above, while
in the VMD approach, the decay can be seen as proceeding
through the emission of theρ andω mesons which eventually
decay into photons. Using the above Lagrangians, and taking
the zero momentum limit, they correspond to:

AV MD
πγγ =

2e2gωρπ

gρgω
; AWZW

πγγ =
6e2

24π2fπ
. (4)

Note thatAWZW
πγγ = 0.025 GeV−1 for fπ = 0.93 MeV, to

be compared with the experimental valueAπγγ = 0.025
±0.001 GeV−1 [20]. Thus, the anomaly completely de-
scribes the process and, at this level, there is no need to in-
clude higher order corrections which should incorporate vec-
tor mesons in a chiral invariant way.

Although both WZW and VMD descriptions are differ-
ent, we canmatch both amplitudesto relate the couplings.
Namely,

|geff
ωρπ| = |gρππgω/8π2fπ|. (5)

Note that this parameter, initially considered as due to a sin-
gle channel (ρ andω), when imposed to account for the total

effect of the anomaly becomes aneffective coupling resuming
all the possible contributions in the VMD framework. This
observation will be crucial in the interpretation of the corre-
sponding magnitude.

An additional relationship between theρ and the pion
properties is given by the so-called KSFR relation [6]:

gρππ =
mρ√
2fπ

. (6)

Considering that the KSFR relation, SU(3) symmetry
(gω = 3gρ) and universality condition (gρ = gρππ) are hold,
the effective coupling Eq. (5) becomes

|geff
ωρπ| =

3m2
ρ

16π2f3
π

= 14.2 GeV−1. (7)

2.2. Theγ∗ → 3π decay

The amplitude of the process can be written in general as:

M = ıεµαβγηµpα
1 pβ

2pγ
3Aγ3π, (8)

whereAγ3π encodes the details of the model used to describe
the process, andp1, p2, p3 are the pions momenta andη is the
photon polarization.

The decay of the photon into three pions in the chiral
description also has its origin in the WZW anomaly, as dis-
cussed above. In the VMD approach, it has been shown that
this decay is mainly produced through theω into ρπ decay
channel [40], followed by the break down of theρ into an-
other two pions. At zero momentum they correspond to:

AWZW
γ3π =

e

4π2f3
π

AV MD
γ3π =

6e

gω

geff
ωρπgρππ

m2
ρ

(9)

(a factor of 6 arises from the momenta permutations
when bringing the amplitude to Eq. 8 form) Note that
AWZW

γ3π = 9.7 GeV−3, deviates from the experimental value
ofAγ3π = 12.9±0.9±0.5 GeV−3, arguably by the momen-
tum dependence effect at the measurement [41]. Here we
restrict ourselves to the zero momentum expression. By link-
ing the anomaly term to the corresponding amplitude from
VMD, the KSFR relation is not hold anymore. The reason
lies on the fact that, although theρ channel approach is well
motivated, it is unable to fully capture the anomaly informa-
tion. i.e. the decay have additional axial contributions which
can not be captured in the effective vector channel. Thus, in
the VMD description, an additional contact interaction be-
tween theω and the 3π mesons must be added:

Lc
ωπππ = gc

3πεabcε
µνλσωµ∂νπa∂λπb∂σπc (10)

wheregc
3π is the corresponding effective coupling strength.

Then, by considering that the KSFR relation is hold and
SU(3) symmetry (gω = 3gρ), theρ meson channel amplitude
at zero momentum becomes:

AV MD(ρ)
γ3π =

6e

gω

geff
ωρπgρππ

m2
ρ

=
3
2

e

4π2f3
π

=
3
2
AWZW

γ3π , (11)
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that is three halves of the total amplitude from the Chiral
anomaly [39]. Therefore, the contact term must account for
the one half excess of the total amplitude. This was found by
Rudaz [42] as a consistency requirement and by Cohen [43]
as the one which satisfies axial Ward identities.

Ac =
6e

gω
gc
3π =

−1
2
AWZW

γ3π . (12)

This condition fixes the corresponding coupling to be:

gc
3π = − gρππ

16π2f3
π

= −47 GeV−3, (13)

where we have made use of the relationship among the cou-
plings as discussed above.

2.3. Theω → 3π decay

This decay can be seen as a subprocess of theγ∗ → 3π de-
cay, and therefore the conclusions from the previous section
can be extended to this case. Just let us point out that the con-
tribution to the amplitude from theρ channel (using the same
notation but nowη is theω polarization tensor):

MD = ıεµαβγηµpα
1 pβ

2pγ
3Aω3π, (14)

where
Aω3π =

6
m2

ρ

geff
ωρπgρππ, (15)

would requiregeff
ωρπ = 15.7 GeV−1, in order to reach the

100% of the experimental width [36]. If we enforce the
KSFR relation and add the contact term, the coupling be-
comesgeff

ωρπ = 12.8 GeV−1.
The previous analysis relies mainly on the consideration

that the vector channel is saturated by theρ meson and, upon
matching VMD with the WZW anomaly, thegeff

ωρπ coupling
constant is an effective coupling which not only accounts for
the ω − ρ − π interaction but also all additional terms. In
order to determine the trulygωρπ coupling, the radial excita-
tions spectrum and the corresponding couplings are required.
In the following we study a particular model to include the
radial excitations of theρ meson and show their implications.

3. Adding the radial excitations contribution

To include the radial excitations of theρ meson we make the
following assumptions:

i) The spectrum of the radial excitations is given by:
m2

ρn
= m2

ρ(1 + an)2 with n = 0, 1, 2, .... This is the
expected behavior for the quark and antiquark bound
through a harmonic oscillator potential [37]. By con-
struction,n = 0 corresponds to theρ mass and for
n = 1 it is theρ′(1450), this fixesa=0.89.

ii) KSFR-like relation for eachρnππ vertex, that is
gρn ≡ gρnππ = mρn/(

√
2fπ). This might be expected

to follow from the fact that the effective lagrangian

describing the radial excitations coupling to the pions
have the same structure that the corresponding to theρ
meson.

iii) SU(3) symmetry, which allows to relategω = 3gρ.

iv) Under the above assumptions, the following rela-
tion among coupling constants is expected to hold
(gωρπgρ)/(gωρnπgρn) = 1, provided that, on dimen-
sional grounds,gωV π ≈ 1/mV . This dependence is
cancelled out by the corresponding mass dependence
on gV (assumption ii). Thus, in the ratio, the propor-
tionality factor is expected to be of the same order in
each case, since it accounts for theω andπ mesons.

Note that, if we wanted to include theω radial excitation
on the same grounds, the above assumption ii) is no longer
valid. Thus, we restrict ourselves only to theρ excitations.

3.1. Theω → π0γ decay

As a first case, we will consider theω → π0γ decay to iden-
tify the gωρπ and theρ radial excitations effect. This process
is clean in the sense that it is sensitive to theρ radial exci-
tations but not to theω ones. This fact allows to avoid any
assumption on theω excitations.

The amplitude for this process has the general form:

Mωπγ = iεµνλσqµ
1 ηνkλ

2 εσAωπγ , (16)

In this notationAωπγ encodes the model details. For this pro-
cess, the VMD description, including the radial excitations,
requires that at zero momentum:

Aωπγ = e
∑
ρn

gωρnπ

gρn

. (17)

Now, using the above assumptions the global coupling
can be set as:

∑
ρn

gωρnπ

gρn

=
∑
ρn

gωρπgρ

g2
ρn

=
∑
ρn

gωρπgρ2f2
π

m2
ρn

=
gωρπgρ2f2

π

m2
ρ

∞∑
n=0

1
(1 + an)2

=
gωρπgρ2f2

π

m2
ρ

ζ(2, 1/a)/a2 (18)

where the convergence on the series above is equal to
ζ(2, 1/a)/a2 ≈ 7/4, with ζ the generalized Riemann Zeta
function. Using this in the amplitude, we can compute the
decay width

Γ(ω → π0γ) =
αg2

ωρπ

12

× (7/4)2f2
πmω

(
mω

mρ

)2 (
1− m2

π

m2
ω

)3

(19)
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Using the experimental branching ratio for the process
BR(ω → π0γ) = 8.28 ± 0.28 % [20], we obtain the fol-
lowing value for the individualω − ρ− π coupling:

gωρπ = 7.7± 0.2 GeV−1 (from ω → π0γ). (20)

3.2. Theω → 3π decay

Proceeding along the same lines of the previous subsection,
this process is only sensitive to theρ meson radial excitations.
Then, we can take into account their contributions consider-
ing the amplitude for the vector channel to be given by:

AV MD
ω3π = 6

∑
ρn

gωρnπgρnππ

m2
ρn

= 6
gωρπgρ

m2
ρ

∞∑
n=0

1
(1 + an)2

= (7/4)6
gωρπgρ

m2
ρ

, (21)

while the purely axial contribution in the contact term re-
mains the same. Thus, requiring this description to account
for the experimental decay width of the process, we obtain:

gωρπ = 8.9± 0.2 GeV−1 (from ω → 3π), (22)

which is comparable with the one obtained from theω → πγ
decay. The difference between them might be considered as
a rough estimate of the different role of the model assump-
tions in each case. In particular, theω → π0γ decay uses
assumption ii) to induce the squared mass dependence while
in theω → 3π decay it comes from the propagator, such that
a slight modification (about 7%) on assumption ii) can bring
them into agreement. In addition, a neglected momentum de-
pendence, when matching with the experimental width, may
also produce a difference of about 6%. Taking into account
all these facts, we set the global average to be:

gωρπ = 8.3± 0.8 GeV−1. (23)

3.3. Theπ → γγ decay

So far we have considered processes where only theρ radial
excitations are present. Theπ → γγ decay involves not only
theρ but also theω excitations. In the following we will com-
pute the contributions from theρ radial excitations, using the
gωρπ previously obtained (Eqn. 23), and stablish a relation
with geff

ωρπ.
In the VMD description, the coefficient in the amplitude,
Eq. (4), including an infinite sum ofρ-like contributions, be-
comes :

AV MD+
πγγ = 2e2

∑
ρn

(
gωρnπ

gωgρn

)
, (24)

Using the assumptions about the couplings and masses of
the vector mesons, it takes the following form:

2e2
∑

V

gωρnπ

gωgρn

=
4e2gωρπf2

π

3m2
ρ

∑
n

1
(1 + an)2

=
4e2gωρπf2

π

3m2
ρ

(7/4). (25)

The consistency with the anomaly, Eq. (4), requires that:

gωρπ =
3m2

ρ

28π2f3
π

= 8.1 GeV−1

= geff
ωρπ

4
7

(26)

which is consistent with the extracted value for thegωρπ cou-
pling, Eq. (23). Inversely, if we take the value from Eq. (23),
the last relation for the effective coupling gives:

geff
ωρπ = 14.5± 1.4 GeV−1, (27)

we can observe that this value is consistent with the corre-
sponding one obtained in Sec. 2.A (Eq. 7). Note thatgeff

ωρπ,
in that case, was defined as the one that resumed all the vec-
tor contributions and made to agree with the anomaly. Thus,
the above result tell us that the individual channel coupling
is about 60% smaller than that value. It is trivial to check
that by using this value when adding all the contributions we
recover the amplitude of the previous section.

3.4. Theγ∗ → 3π decay

The γ∗ → 3π decay is similar to theπ → γγ in the sense
that not only theρ but also theω excitations are involved.
However, as we have seen previously, it is also affected by
the contact term. Let us see the individual contributions upon
the inclusion of theρ radial excitations. The amplitude for
theρ-like channel is given by:

AV MD+
γ3π =

6e

gω

∑
ρn

gωρnπgρnππ

m2
ρn

= 2e
gωρπ

m2
ρ

∞∑
n=0

1
(1 + an)2

= 2e
gωρπ

m2
ρ

(7/4) =
3
2
AWZW

γ3π (28)

That is, by adding all the vector contributions we recover the
result of the previous section for theρ, but now including all
its radial contributions.

The purely axial contribution in the contact term remains
the same:

Ac =
−1
2
AWZW

γ3π , (29)

while the relationship for theρ channel (n = 0) now accounts
for

Aρ
γ3π = 2e

gωρπ

m2
ρ

=
3e

8π2f3
π

4
7

=
(

4
7

)
3
2
AWZW

γ3π . (30)

Since we have estimated all the vector contributions, the
radial excitations contributions are just that with theρ contri-
bution removed:

Are
γ3π = 2e

gωρπ

m2
ρ

(
7
4
− 1

)
. (31)
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We can also treat this contribution as an effective contact
diagram and estimate a magnitude for its effective coupling
gre
3π.

6egre
3π

gω
= 2e

gωρπ

m2
ρ

(
7
4
− 1

)
, (32)

from this equivalence we get

gre
3π =

gωρπ√
2mρfπ

(
7
4
− 1

)
= 61± 6 GeV−3, (33)

where we have used the value ofgωρπ as in Eq. 23. There-
fore, the radial excitations and axial contributions combine to
account for a fraction of the total amplitude given by:

Are +Ac =
1
7
AWZW

γ3π . (34)

Note that the global factor suppresses this contribution, and
justify the observation that the singleρ channel accounts for
most of the total decay.

TABLE I. Couplings obtained from a set of processes.

Coupling Process Value

|gωρπ| ω → π0γ 7.7± 0.2 GeV−1

ω → 3π 8.9± 0.2 GeV−1

|geff
ωρπ| π0 → γγ 14.2 GeV−1

ω → 3π 12.8 GeV−1

gc
3π γ∗ → 3π -47 GeV−3

gre
3π γ∗ → 3π 61± 6 GeV−3

In Table I we summarize the numerical results for the
couplings in the different scenarios we have considered.

4. Discussion

The extraction of thegωρπ coupling is unavoidable made by
indirect means. In this work we have pointed out that the usu-
ally quoted value corresponds not to it but to anothergeff

ωρπ

effective coupling which resumes not only theρ meson effect
but also all its radial excitation modes.

Here, we have explicitly added the radial excitations of
the ρ meson, considering a particular form of the spectrum
and relations among the couplings. First, we considered the
ω → π0γ andω → 3π decays to identify the singlegωρπ and
the ρ radial excitations effect. This process is clean in the
sense that it is sensitive to theρ radial excitations but not to
theω ones. This fact allows to avoid any assumption on theω
excitations. Certainly, the description used for all those exci-
tations is model dependent. However, the lowest lying excita-
tion is well approached and expected to be the dominant one.
Besides this model dependence, our description succeeds in
exhibiting how each contribution came into the game while
fulfilling general requirements like the agreement between
the VMD and chiral anomaly descriptions. We obtained that
the individual coupling isgωρπ = 8.3 ± 0.8 GeV−1, which
is about 40% smaller than the effectivegeff

ωρπ.
We have verified the consistency with the chiral approach

in the π0 → γγ andγ∗ → 3π processes. Our description
succeeds in exhibiting how each contribution came into the
game. In particular, we show that, for theγ∗ → 3π de-
cay, the usual relationAV MD+

γ3π = (3/2)AWZW
γ3π , encodes

all the vector contributions and not only theρ meson one.
Thus, the additional contact term is fully axial and fixed by
the WZW anomaly. In addition, we have obtained that there
is a strong cancelation between the radial excitations and the
contact term contributions.

The relations here stablished are hold in the zero momen-
tum limit. More elaborated assumptions would be required
to explore in a reliable way the momentum dependence.

We would like to conclude by stressing that the usually
neglected contributions from radial excitations may be rele-
vant even though they can be very heavy and must be care-
fully considered.
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